Recently, developing 3D printing (3DP) technologies have been substantially increased, because its advantages toward the direct fabricating of 3D physical model from the CAD system. Although several advantages over the subtractive method, there are still many difficulties and problems for building a precise and efficient part. Building time and Accuracy are two important concerns in 3DP. To speed up the building process and improve the accuracy at the same time, an algorithm based on mathematical models will be presented. The algorithm presents variable slicing strategy by adjusting the layer thickness to consider the curvature and flatness of the 3D CAD surfaces, in order to reduce the number of building layers, staircase effect, and consequently decrease the building time and cost. Through this proposed analytical study and the results, the number of layers were saved by 54% that will decrease the building time by the same percentage. 
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Layer Area (mm 2 [1, 2, 3] . 3D Printing (3DP) belong to the CAD/CAM system that use the additive production method unlike subtractive or forming processes to create the model. In all commercial 3DP processes, the part is fabricated by deposition of layers contoured in a (x-y) plane from the math data eliminating all tooling [4, 5] . 3DP systems are the ones that use additive processes to deliver finished parts directly It is also known as Layered Manufacturing (LM), Rapid Prototyping (RP), Solid Freeform Fabrication (SSF), Material Additive Manufacturing (AM), or Desktop Manufacturing [6] . The major impact of 3DP would be the possibility of fabricating complex parts for end use, prototyping models for surgical planning, and manufacturing implants for medical applications. In addition, it has been widely used in several domains to accelerate, check and validate product design, and implementation of product [7] . [8] . Although several advantages 3DP over the subtractive method, there are still many difficulties and problems facing this technology to build a precise and an efficient part.
Building time and accuracy are two important concerns in 3DP. To produce a model with low building time , the model slices with the largest layer thickness which case a stair stepping effect (Fig.2) and the vice versa. To speed up the building process and improve the accuracy of the model at the same time, speeding up algorithm with variable slicing strategy based on mathematical models will be presented. The algorithm adjusts the layer thickness to consider the curvature of the surface of the solid model and its sloped edges in the building direction, to reduce the staircase effect, and to decrease the number of layers and consequently decrease the building time and cost.
This research will provide guidance and valuable information to the designers and 3D printing users to get an efficient model through the following research benefits. The mathematical models will show the dependency of 3DP model on process parameters, the 3DP users will be guided to make a better decision in fabricating parts before actually making them, the layer thickness will be automatically chosen with little human intervention, the part will be produced with short building time and high accuracy with minimum post processing operation, the machine utilization will be improved, The preparation time will decrease, the productivity of the machine will be increased, the chance of competition will be increased, and the manufacturer will be able to decide whether to use 3DP m/c or CNC m/c to produce the model.
LITERATURE RIVIEW
In recent years, investigations have taken up interest in improving part accuracy, error, and in the optimization. Processing accuracy and surface smoothness are important areas studied in 3DP. Accuracy and surface smoothness depend on many factors, such as, the 3DP technique, material, and process parameters used to build the part. Constant slicing is widely used in 3DP systems due to its simplicity in implementation. One of the simplest slicing algorithms for STL files is to intersect all triangles with each z-plane and connect the resulting line segments into closed polygons, one slice at a time. This approach used by Hamoud et. al. [9] that proposes an algorithm to read the STL file, remove the undesired data, extract the required coordinates only and remove the redundant coordinates from the file.
A presented algorithm used for controlling the CAD orientate and slicing the oriented model by constant layer thickness. Manmadhachary et. al. [10] developed smoothing algorithm with combination of Interpolation and mesh construction methods for producing an accurate and smoother STL file. The proposed algorithm was implanted on STL file in the study. The STL file was primarily split into slices of equal thickness along the Z-axis direction. Each slice contour data information was created as a Proceedings of the 1
Common Layer Interface (CLI) file. These contour data points were increased further improved contour accuracy by Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) method. As well as, these contour data points were used to generate a surface and STL file simultaneously by the Delaunay triangulation method. By applying this novel combination method, the generated STL file accuracy and smoothness were improved when compared to the initial STL file.
Chen et. al. [11] developed a robotic machining system with layer-based algorithms to build large part models. A model represented as a StereoLithography Contour (SLC) file is machined layer by layer. The stock adaptive layer thickness is determined based a visibility pyramid concept. Each stock layer is, in turn, machined by many machining layers. Ma and He [12] presented an adaptive slicing algorithm, which operates directly on a NURBs based CAD surface. A selective hatching strategy was also proposed to reduce the build time by solidifying/depositing kernel regions of the part with the maximum allowable thick layers.
Sabourin et. al. [13] proposed an approach by subdividing the model space into uniform slabs with the maximum thickness acceptably a RP process. Each of these slabs in further divided into thinner layers so the cusp height is within a given tolerance. Xu et. al. [14] carried out an adaptive slicer in a CAD system to convert the solid model to RP without using the STL file. The slicer application employs a genetic algorithm to find the minimum layer thickness allowed at referenced height with a given cusp height tolerance .
Kulkami and Dutta [15] developed a procedure to determine the variety of sliced thickness for a given part. The staircase effect is analyzed in this paper. Normally, the extra material deposited in RP process is polished by post processing operation for smoother surface. Therefore, the authors classed the approximations into two types of containment. The first one is the positive tolerance .In this case, all staircase effect was considered outside the original model. The second one is the negative tolerance.
In this case, all staircase effect was considered inside the original model. From this paper, it can be concluded the adaptive slicing method has more advantages than the uniform slicing model . [16] presented an approach for adaptive slicing technique that was used to reduce the building time. In this approach, the individual parts and their features were identified and sliced independently based on the geometry of each part. This approach improves the slicing operation by eliminating most of the slices that do not effectively enhance the overall part surface quality.
Tyberg and Bohn
The previous efforts provided good contributions, but they do not present an analytical method to choose the optimum layer thickness according to the geometrical shape of the CAD model. Furthermore, they presented neither good explanations for different problems nor detailed algorithms to help the researchers make software to study the effect of different parameters in 3DP without the experimental work. The objective of this paper is present an algorithm with an analytical study to build a software that can read the STL file, slicing it by different values of layer thickness in order to speed up the building operation with little deviations between physical and CAD model and eliminate the post processing operations.
PROPSED ALGORITHM
In this proposed algorithm of slicing, surfaces of high curvature and sloped surfaces are sliced with thinner layer thickness and surfaces with flat edges are sliced with thicker layer thickness. Variable slicing algorithm yields better surface quality, as the staircase effect decreases and the variations in the cusp height across the layers are minimized. To deal with this problem, it is required to check the area deviation for all pairs of contours produced in lower and upper slices of the layer. The summary of practical execution of the presented slicing algorithm proceeds as following: 1. Extracting all vertices coordinates only from STL file after converting the 3D CAD model into STL model. 
3. Reading all available layer thickness values on 3DP machine. Then ordering them from-minimum layer thickness (Ltmin) to the maximum layer thickness (Ltmax). 4.7. Calculate the area (A (k)) of the layer contour from the bottom of the model by using the following relationship:
where k is the current layer contour, xi and yi are the coordinates initial and ending points of the line segments of the polygon in the layer. A (k+1) ) of the next layer contour in building direction. The value of Zpl will be: shows the 3D CAD solid model designed in Solid Edge ST4 and exported as STL file to be built on 3DP m/c that has max. and min layer thickness equal to 0.4 and 0.1 mm respectively. This model is chosen to verify the methodology dedicated to slice a part while the staircase effect is minimized. The part is divided to three regions according to its change in cross sections among the building direction (Z -axis).
Calculating the area (
Zpl = Zpl + Ltmin.(6)
RESULTS
The algorithm starts to extract all coordinates in STL file and save it in ASCII file, then display the STL model in 3D view for verification as shown in Fig.8 . The pre-information calculated by the algorithm, such as number of points, number of facets, number of original layers, number of points in each layer, and envelope, are represented in Table  1 . Slicing the CAD model form the bottommost at Z=0. It continues moving upward at Z-direction by adding minimum thickness of 0.1mm. The generated slicing plane dimension is x = 50 mm and y = 50 mm according to the envelope size. The algorithm repairs the random points arrangements and produce the layer contour in due order compared with layer contour of the CAD model as shown in Fig.9 and Fig.10 . The algorithm divides the 3D STL model according to its geometry and slices each region with suitable layer thickness then produces the contours of each region according to the area of each layer. The results of the 3D model after variable slicing module are shown in Fig.11 and Fig.12. A comparison between the uniform and variable layer thickness methods presented in Table 2 . Proceedings of the 1
CONCLUSION
Through this proposed study and the results, it can be concluded that:
Building time and number of layers are significantly decreased, that is why the variable slicing algorithm is more efficient than uniform slicing strategy. In surface meshing, nodes at different Z -values are extracted and boundaries closed for producing valid layers. These levels are not enough to build an accurate model that is why the model should be sliced by a horizontal plane at certain layer thickness to achieve the required degree of accuracy. Tessellation always contains inaccuracy in normal vectors; this creates problems in the slicing. That is why in this work the slicing should done based on facet coordinates rather than normal vector. The STL file is not well organized to extract the layer contour easily. Therefore, there should be a sort of intervention to get the exact contour. Repeated points coordinates in each layer can be used to generate the closed layers contour in due order. It is necessary to use tail to head search method and the nearest distance between tail and head together to get a valid closed layer contour without error.
Removing the redundant coordinates from the layer contour does not effect on the contour shape. However, it avoids any repeated calculations at those points twice, more efficient use of the memory, shorter processing time, permits the stopped nozzle at the certain point for long time, and decreases the layer filling time.
Because the nature of model building process, staircase effect can be decreased by be creasing the layer thickness but cannot be eliminated . In the variable slicing technique, parts with higher accuracy, less part geometry deviation, and shorter build time can be produced. Proceedings of the 1 
